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Primal-dual algorithms for the min.sum linear assignment problem are summarized. Pro- 
cedures obtained by combining the Hungarian and Shortest Augmenting Path methods for com- 
plete and sparse cost matrices are presented. A new algorithm is proposed for the complete case, 
which transforms the complete cost matrix into a sparse one, solves the sparse problem and 
checks the optimality of the solution found with respect to the original problem. Extensive com- 
putational results on different classes of randomly-generated test problems are presented both for 
complete and sparse cost matrices. 
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1. Introduction 
The min-sum linear Assignment Problem (AP) can be defined as follows: given 
a square cost matrix (a) of order n, find a permutation fj, with i= 1, . . . , n, of the 
integers 1, . . _ , n which minimizes 
Without loss of generality we assume aj,j integer for i= 1, . . . , n and j= 1, . . . , n. 
The best known procedures proposed for the solution of AP are the primal 
algorithms derived from the simplex method ([l], [15]) and the primal-dual 
algorithms based on the Hungarian method ([2],[4],[6],[7],[10],[11],[12],[15]) or 
on the Shortest Augmenting Path method ([3], [7], [8], [9], [16]). Recent computa- 
tional experiences ([7], [15]) have shown that the primal-dual algorithms, having 
time computational complexity 0(n3), are more efficient than the primal ones. 
. In this paper we present a primal-dual procedure obtained by combining the 
Hungarian and the Shortest Augmenting Path methods, its implementation for the 
case of sparse cost matrices and a new algorithm for the complete case, which 
transforms the complete cost matrix into a sparse one, solves the sparse problem and 
checks the optimality of the solution found with respect to the original problem. Ex- 
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tensive computational results on different classes of randomly-generated test pro- 
blems are presented both for complete and sparse cost matrices. 
2. Formulations of the problem 
AP can be formulated by means of the integer linear programming problem (AP) 
defined by: 
subject to: 
where x,,] = 1 if column 
Since the coefficient 
j=l 9 . . . . n, (2) 
i=l,...,n, (3) 
i=l , . . . . n; j= 1, . . ..n (4) 
j is assigned to row i (i.e. if f, = j); = 0, otherwise. 
matrix associated with constraints (2) and (3) is totally 
unimodular, problem (AP) is equivalent to the continuous linearprogrammingpro- 
blem (P) defined by: 
(f),(2),(3) and 
x,,>O, i=l ,..., n; j=l,..., n. 
The dual problem (0) associated with (P) is given by: 
(5) 
maxZ= i Ui+ i Vj (6) 
i=l j=l 
subject to: 
q, - Ui-VjlO, i=l ,..., n;j=l,..., n. (7) 
It is known that solving problem (0) is equivalent to solving problem (P). In ad- 
dition, any primal-dual algorithm for AP defines, at each iteration, a solution (u), (v) 
of the dual problem (D), which is feasible and, generally, not optimal, and another, 
(x), of the primal problem (P). which is optimal and, generally, infeasible (i.e., only 
a partial assignment of the columns to the rows has been found: Cyz 1 CJ= 1 Xi,j < n). 
Only at the end of the algorithm are solutions (u), (u) and (x) optimal and feasible, 
respectively, for problems (D) and (P); hence the following relation holds: 
n n 
Z= C Ui+ C Vj= f: ~ U,,Xij=Z. 
I=1 j=l ,=I j=l ’ ’ 
(8) 
AP can also be formulated as a graph theory problem in the following way (see 
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Lawler [ 121): 
Given a bipartite directed graph G = (S U T, A), where S = {sr , . .. , s,} and T= 
{t 1, ***7 tn} are the two vertex-sets, A = {(s;, tj): S; ES, tj E T} the arc-set and ai,j the 
cost of arc (Si, fj) EA, the solution of AP associated with matrix (a) is given by the 
solution of the minimum cost perfect matching problem associated with graph G. 
Vertex Si E S corresponds to row i (1 I is n) and vertex t/~ T to column j 
(15 js n). Hence, arc (Si, fj) of the optimal matching corresponds to the assign- 
ment of column j to row i in the optimal solution of AP. 
3. Primal-dual algorithms 
All primal-dual procedures can be described as follows: 
Procedure AP(n, a,f); 
comment general primal-dual procedure for the Assignment Problem; 
begin 
S:= S; T:= T [S and T are the unassigned vertex sets]; 
A : = 0 [arcs (tj, si) E A define the current assignment]; 
repeat 
(with respect to a ‘reduced cost matrix’ (a), find an augmenting path’ P= 
(PlTP2, .**> p2,), withp,eS,p2,E T’, (Pli-1,P2;)EA for i=L...,L (P2i,P2i+l)EA 
for i= 1, . . . , I- 1, and such that C:=, aP2,_,rPZ, is minimum); 
for i I= 1 to I- 1 do A :=A\{(p2iyP2i+l)}; 
for i:=l to I~OA:=AU{(P~~,P~~~~)}; 
S:=S\{p,); T:= T\{p,,}; 
until IAl =n; 
foreach (tjl Si) E A do f, := j 
end 
Both the Hungarian and Shortest Augmenting Path procedures utilize the same 
reduced-cost matrix (a) defined by: 
Sii,j=ai,j-ui-uj with i=l,..., n; j=l,..., n 
where (u) and (u) are the variables of the dual problem (dual variables). 
The algorithms differ in the updating of the dual variables (u),(u) and in the 
search for the minimum-cost augmenting path. In this search the Hungarian pro- 
cedures consider only zero elements of the reduced-cost matrix, while the Shortest 
Augmenting Path procedures consider all the elements. It is worth noting that in the 
’ An alternating path is a directed path whose arcs are alternately in sets A and A. An augmenting 
path is an alternating path between two unassigned vertices. 
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latter methods a minimum-cost augmenting path always exists and can be easily 
found by a Shortest Path algorithm (the Dijkstra procedure for example). In the 
former methods, when a zero reduced-cost augmenting path does not exist, it is 
necessary to update the dual variables (see [4] and [12]) and continue the augmenting 
path search. This leads, for the Hungarian methods, to greater efficiency in the 
search for the existence of an augmenting path but requires, in general, more up- 
datings of the dual variables with respect to the Shortest Augmenting Path methods 
where the updating is postponed until an augmenting path is found (i.e. a new row 
is assigned). 
The primal-dual algorithms can be improved on by means of the following con- 
siderations ([3], [4], [ 151): 
(i) The dual variables can be initialized by: 
u,=min{alj:i=l,...,n} withj=l,...,n; 
u,=min{aj,j-uj:j=l ,..., n} with i=l,...,n. 
(ii) An initial partial primal solution can be found by assigning row i to column 
j if the reduced cost Q,,~ is zero, and row i and column j are unassigned (i.e., if 
a;,; - U; - Vj = 0, f, = 0 and $k: fk = j). 
According to our computational experience [7], the performances of the 
Hungarian and Shortest Augmenting Path methods are almost equivalent. The 
former methods are more efficient when many zero reduced-cost elements exist, and 
less efficient in the opposite case. 
4. A primal-dual algorithm for complete cost matrices 
In this section a primal-dual algorithm which combines the Hungarian and 
Shortest Augmenting Path methods, is presented. The mixed algorithm is based on 
the Shortest Augmenting Path procedure (see [3] and [7]) and exploits the feature 
of the Hungarian methods of searching for zero reduced-cost augmenting paths. So, 
when such a path, terminating at an unassigned column, is found, the minimum- 
cost augmenting path search is stopped and a new assignment is performed. In addi- 
tion, when equivalent minimum-cost alternating paths exist, one terminating at an 
unassigned column (if any) is chosen. 
4. I. Procedure CTC 
To give the reader a better understanding of the procedure proposed below, 
we define: 
as the row preceding column j in the alternating path (j = 1,. . . , n); 
as the row i currently assigned to column j, i.e., such that f, = j (j = 1, . . . , n); 
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1% as the index in vector (UC) of the q-th column labelled in the current itera- 
tion (q=l,...,s; with sun); 
m as the number of currently assigned rows (columns); 
UCI, as the k-th unlabelled column, if 1 I k< W, as the (k - w)-th labelled column, 
if wcksn; 
nj as the cost of the alternating path arriving at column j (j = 1,. . . , n). 
Procedure CTC(n, a,f); 
comment mixed primal-dual algorithm for the Assignment Problem; 
begin 
comment search for the initial dual and partial primal solutions; 
INIT@, a, f, m, u, 0, f); 
r:= 1; 
while m-en do 
begin 
if f, = 0 then 
begin 
comment search for an augmenting path starting from row r; 
forj:=l to n do 
begin 
Cj:=r; UCj:=j; iT,l=lZr,j-ll-Vj 
end 
w:=n; 
repeat 
comment computation of d= min{.nj: column j is unlabelled}; 
d:=co; g:=O; k:=l; flag:=false; 
repeat 
j:=UC,; 
if ILJ <d then 
begin 
if nj<d then 
begin 
g:=O; s:=O; d:=nj 
end 
if fj =0 then 
begin 
g:=j; 
if d = 0 then flag : = true 
end 
s:=s+ 1; IC,:=k 
end 
’ A column is labelled if it belongs to the minimum-cost alternating path. 
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k:=k+ 1 
until k > w or flag = true; 
if g=O then 
begin 
comment updating of (n) and (c); 
for q:=s to 1 step -1 do 
begin 
k:=IC,; ,3:-U&; UC,:=UC,; UC,:=b; 
w:=w-1; i:=fb; 
for k:=l to w do 
begin 
j:=uc,,; 
if TC~ > d + a;,j - U; - Vj then 
begin 
71J ’ 
*=d+a;,j-ui-vj; cj:‘i 
end 
end 
end 
end 
until g > 0; 
comment updating of the dual variables (u) and (u); 
for k:=w+l to n do 
begin 
j:=UC/,; Vj:=Vj’71j-d; 
i:=sj; ui:=uj-nj+d 
end 
u, .- u,+d; 
comment assignment of a new row; 
repeat 
i:=c,; f,:=i; b:=h; h:=g; g:=b 
until i=r; 
m:=m+l 
end 
r:=r+l 
end 
end 
4.2. Initialization procedure INIT 
In the mixed algorithm the choice of the initial assignments (initial partial primal 
solution) is obtained by performing for each row i (i= 1, . . . , n) the following 
iterative step (see [4]): 
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Look for a column j having reduced-cost a;,j equal to zero in row i. If column 
j is unassigned (i.e., 6 =O), assign column j to row i and consider a new row; 
otherwise, take the row r assigned to column j (i.e., r=fj) and look for an 
unassigned column k having a zero reduced-cost element in row r. If such a column 
k exists, assign columns k and j, respectively, to rows r and i and consider a new 
row; if no such column k exists, repeat the iterative step until all columns of row 
i have been considered. 
In addition, the initialization of the dual variables (u) can be performed more 
efficiently by taking into account that for each row r such that a,j = Vj= 
min{aii: i= 1, . . . . n} for a certain column j, the initial value of u, is zero. 
Procedure INIT(n, a,J; m, u, v,f); 
comment search for the initial dual and partial primal solutions; 
comment pi defines the first unscanned column of row i (i = 1, . . . , n); 
begin 
comment initialization; 
m:=O; 
for k:= 1 to n do 
begin 
jjj:=o; fk:=o; u,:=o 
end 
comment initialization of the dual variables (v); 
for j:=l to n do 
begin 
define r: a,.j = min{ai,j: 1~ is n} (in case of ties, choose r such that f, = 0); 
Vj I=U,j; 
if f,=O then 
begin 
comment assignment of column j to row r; 
Wl:=Wl+l;fj:=r; f,I=j; p,:=j+l 
end 
end 
comment scanning of the unassigned rows and updating of the dual variables (u); 
for i:=l ton do 
if f; = 0 then 
begin 
define j: a;,j- Vj = min{a;,,- uk: 1 I ksn} (in case of ties, choose the 
smallest j such that fj = 0); 
Zf;:=U,,j-Vj; flag:=false; 
comment search for an unassigned column j in row i; 
while f;#O and j<n do 
begin 
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if ai, j - ui - uj = 0 then 
begin 
r;=fj; k;=p * i-9 
comment search for an unassigned column k in row r; 
while flag = false and k I n do 
if fk=O and ar,k-ur-vk=O then 
flag : = true 
else k:=k+ 1; 
p,:=k+ 1 
end 
if flag=true then 
begin 
comment reassignment of row r to column k; 
en2:=O; f,:=k;fk:=r 
else j :=j+ 1 
end 
if ~j = 0 then 
begin 
comment assignment of column j to row i; 
m:=msl; f;:=j; yjI=i; p;:=j+l 
end 
end 
end 
4.3. Computational results 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the computing times of 
procedure CTC have been compared with those of the most efficient FORTRAN 
codes to solve the assignment problem for complete matrices recently published in 
international journals or books. 
In particular we have considered the primal-dual algorithm LSAP proposed by 
Derigs in [3], the primal algorithm PACAB and the primal-dual algorithm PDACB 
proposed by McGinnis in [ 151. All procedures have been coded in ANSI FORTRAN 
by their authors3 and run on a CDC CYBER 730 with the FTN Compiler 
(OPT = 1). 
Five different classes of randomly-generated test problems have been considered: 
Class I. Asymmetric cost matrices in the range (l-10*): the values of the Cost 
matrices were generated as uniformly random integers between 1 and 102; 
3 The FORTRAN listings of subroutines PACAB and PDACB were kindly provided by Prof. L.F. 
McGinnis. 
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Class 2. Asymmetric cost matrices in the range (l-106); 
Class 3. Asymmetric ‘biased’ cost matrices: having randomly chosen five dif- 
ferent integers i,, . . . , i, between 1 and n, the values of the corresponding five rows 
(a;j with i=ii, . . . . i5 and j= l,..., n) were uniformly randomly generated in the 
range (l-lo), the values of the remaining n-5 rows in the range (1 - 103) (this 
generation produces matrices having rows which are more ‘attractive’ than the 
others); 
Class 4. Asymmetric ‘difficult’ cost matrices: the values a;,j were generated as 
uniformly random integers between 1 and i. j, with i= 1, . . . , n and j= 1, . . . , n (the 
structure of these matrices is similar to that of the ‘hard’ matrices, having 
a;, j = i. j, proposed by Macho1 and Wien in [13] and [14]); 
Class 5. Symmetric cost matrices in the range (l-103). 
For each class and each value of n (n = 2550, . . . , 250), 5 problems were generated 
and solved by the four subroutines. Tables 1, . . . , 5 give, respectively, for classes 
1 , . . . ,5, the average total computing time of procedures LSAP, PDACB, PACAB, 
CTC (column CTCS refers to the algorithm described in Section 6) and, for the in- 
itial dual and partial primal solutions search (initialization phase) of algorithms 
LSAP, PDACB and CTC, the average computing time and average number of in- 
itial assignments. 
The tables show that procedures LSAP and CTC are clearly superior to PDACB 
and PACAB. In addition, procedure CTC is more efficient than LSAP, mainly for 
small cost ranges. This can be explained by considering that for the problems of 
these classes many zero reduced-costs are present, so the Hungarian technique of 
searching for zero cost augmenting paths pays. As regards the search for the initial 
dual and partial primal solutions, procedure CTC always obtains the largest number 
of initial assignments with computing times which are between those of procedures 
PDACB and LSAP. 
Table 1 
Asymmetric complete matrices. Cost range l-10*. Average computing times in CDC CYBER 730 seconds. 
r 
n LSAP PDACB PACAB CTC CTCS 
25 0039 0.049 0 110 
50 0.193 0.273 0.512 
75 0.530 0.857 1.458 
100 1045 1.818 2.943 
125 1 544 2.968 4.820 
5.211 1 6.954 
8.523 1 ;y,Il;; 
11.902 
LSAP 
qrz 
PDACB 
Time 
0 008 
0.027 
0 063 
0.110 
0.160 
0.244 
0.329 
0.425 
0.534 
0.671 
1. of (Iss 
18.4 
37.0 
53.6 
712 
918 
106.4 
124.0 
142.6 
152.8 
1706 
CTC, CTCS 
0.011 
0.041 
0 088 
0 149 
0.225 
0.330 
0.442 
0.563 
0706 
0 a74 
,. of rlss. 
20.8 
41.2 
63 0 
86.4 
107.6 
130.4 
151.0 
175.6 
199.6 
222.8 
1 
146 
Table 2 
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Asymmetric complete matrices. Cost range l-10h. Average computing times in CDC CYBER 730 seconds. 
rfbn phase 
IACB CTC, CTCS 
n LSAP 
n. of ass Time / n. ofos 
18.8 
36.4 
54.2 
75.4 
96.8 
109 8 
129.6 
149.0 
165.6 
186.2 
25 0.037 
50 0.193 
75 0.494 
100 1088 
125 ,532 
150 2.527 
175 3.798 
200 4.936 
225 6 773 
250 8.04 I 
0 034 
0.189 
0.478 
0.9 IO 
I 548 
0011 1 20.8 
1.160 1 :SXl; / 
2.381 021s 0.105 
0 323 0 159 
0.144 81.0 
0.223 101.4 
2.537 
3.874 
5.136 
6.844 
8.027 
0 603 163.2 
0 788 I792 
0 907 202 2 
Table 3 
Asymmetric ‘biased’ complete matrices. Average computing times in CDC CYBER 730 seconds. 
r 
f PDACB 
PACAB CTC 
0 124 0.044 
0.648 0.247 
,415 0.606 
2.933 1.271 
4.822 1.892 
7.176 3.104 
LO.827 4.266 
15.832 5.482 
20.104 7.317 
25.073 9.083 
T 
n LSAP PDACB CTCS 
LSAP CTC. CTCS 
TPTE I n ‘. ofass 
0.007 18.0 
0.029 33.4 
0 059 47 4 
0 102 66.0 
0.157 89 0 
0.238 97.0 
0.307 114.8 
0.403 138.0 
0 520 I48 8 
0.628 168.6 
2 of ass. 
19.6 
35.0 
48.4 
66.8 
91.4 
99.2 
1190 
140.4 
1530 
174.0 
0046 0015 184 
0.206* 0 059 33.6 
0.434 0.127 47.8 
0.727 0.222 66.8 
1.056 0 333 90.2 
1.565 0.508 99.2 
2.000 0 672 1176 
2.452 0.863 140.0 
3.132 Ill1 152.6 
3.751 1.354 172.2 
25 0.041 0 057 
50 0.242 0519 
75 0.669 1.576 
100 1.181 3 294 
125 2.050 4.946 
150 3.355 9.972 
175 4.808 14.914 
200 6.244 I8 215 
225 8.767 28.654 
250 10063 36517 
0.013 
0.054 
0.126 
0.218 
0.3 15 
0.465 
0.6 19 
0.782 
1.038 
1.243 L 
Table 4 
Asymmetric ‘difficult’ complete matrices. Average computing times in CDC CYBER 730 seconds 
n 
T T 
I LSAP PDACB PACAB CTC CTCS 
25 0.061 0.086 0 144 0.055 0.056 
50 0.344 0.664 0.810 0.307 0 233 
75 0.898 2.201 2.07 l 0.839 0.564 
100 1.866 5.056 4.120 1.787 1.072 
125 3.131 9.356 1.347 2.711 1.580 
150 5.392 17.971 11.616 4.946 2.549 
175 1.345 25.646 16.688 6.604 3 364 
200 10.133 38.949 24.283 9.656 4 496 
225 14.593 57.207 31.981 13 464 6.049 
250 17 813 74.438 39.016 16 741 7 657 
T LSAP PDACB CTC, CTCS 
The 
0015 
0.067 
0.150 
0.266 
0.407 
0.588 
0.802 
1.032 
,316 
1.572 
i 
r. of ass. 
15.0 
27.0 
40.4 
52.4 
67.8 
77.6 
93.2 
LO5 6 
115.4 
133.6 
n. of ass. 
14.6 
26.8 
39.8 
52 0 
67.2 
76 0 
92.4 
104.6 
1146 
132.8 
Time 
0013 
0.054 
0.128 
0.236 
0.357 
0534 
0.715 
0.942 
1207 
1.479 I t I
Time n of ass. 
0.009 
0.032 
0 072 
0.125 
0.192 
0 283 
0 378 
0.477 
0.632 
0.755 
17.0 
30.4 
47.2 
60.0 
77.0 
87.4 
104.8 
117.0 
I28 4 
141 8 
Table 5 
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Symmetric omplete matrices. Cost range l-103. Average computing times in CDC CYBER 730 seconds. 
T T 
t 
n LSAP PDACB PACAB CTC CTCS 
25 0.038 0.055 0.118 0.037 0.041 0.015 
50 0.192 0 367 0 553 0.207 0.151 0057 
15 0.459 0.939 1.488 0.436 0.307 0.121 
100 0.942 2 026 2.950 0.842 0.534 0.204 
125 1.387 3.314 5.089 1.322 0.785 0.322 
150 2.553 6 655 8.028 2.278 1.170 0 468 
175 3.113 8 196 11.263 2.824 1.437 0 626 
200 4.647 13 344 16.892 3.85 1 1 863 0817 
225 6.025 19.339 22.074 5.471 2 365 1 059 
250 6.659 25.527 28 513 6015 2.746 1.268 
T 
18.4 0.008 
36.0 0.029 
57.2 0.060 
75 4 0.105 
96 8 0.158 
112.4 0 235 
133 8 0.312 
1504 0.413 
169.2 0524 
187.4 0.638 
PDACB 
18.4 
36.0 
56 8 
74.8 
96.2 
111.6 
131.6 
148.4 
167 0 
185.0 
CTC, CTCS 
0011 
0.037 
0090 
0.159 
0.233 
0.343 
0461 
0.6W 
0.773 
0 939 
1 
198 
39.2 
61.4 
81 8 
104.6 
122 6 
145.0 
164.4 
1828 
204.4 
1 
Generally, algorithm LSAP has a greater number of initial assignments with 
respect to PDACB. However, this number is almost the same for both algorithms 
when few zero reduced-cost elements exist in each row (see for instance Table 2). 
In order to check whether the better performance of algorithm CTC is due only 
to the different choice of the initial assignments, we replaced the initialization phase 
of algorithms LSAP and PDACB with procedure INIT. The computational results 
obtained show that the modified algorithms are slightly better than the original ones 
but less powerful than algorithm CTC so, in the following, we consider only the 
original versions of LSAP and PDACB. In conclusion, we can say that the better 
performance of algorithm CTC is mainly due to the different technique used in 
assigning the unassigned rows. 
The core memory requirements of the procedures, in addition to the n x n cost 
matrix and the FORTRAN statements, are: 
- procedure LSAP: 8 vectors of length n; 
- procedure PDACB: 7 vectors of length n; 
- procedure PACAB: 4 vectors of length 2n; 
- procedure CTC: 8 vectors of length n. 
5. A primal-dual algorithm for sparse cost matrices 
The primal-dual procedures LSAP, PDACB and CTC considered in the previous 
section can be easily modified to solve sparse cost matrix problems. The correspond- 
ing procedures and FORTRAN subroutines will be referred to as LSAPS, PDACBS 
and CTS. In procedure CTS, the search for a minimum-cost augmenting path, start- 
ing from an unassigned row Y, can be improved on by introducing a new vector (RC) 
defined by: RC,, = h-th column which can be reached from row r by means of an 
alternating path (h = 1, . . . , t; with t< n). If, at each iteration of the computation for 
the minimum value d of the nj’s corresponding to the unscanned columns j, the 
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number t of currently reached columns is less than the number w of currently 
unlabelled columns, the computation is performed by considering columns RC, 
(with h = 1, .._, t) instead of columns UC, (with k= 1, . . . , w). 
5. I. Computational results 
Two classes of test problems have been considered by generating the values of the 
sparse cost matrices as uniformly random integers in the ranges (l-10*) and 
(l-106) with densities of 5%, 10% and 20% (the problem generation was based on 
the same random number stream for each density factor). For each range, each den- 
sity, and each value of n (n = SO, 100, . . . , 400), 5 problems were generated and solved 
by subroutines LSAPS, PDACBS and CTS. Tables 6 and 7 give, respectively, for 
cost ranges (l-102) and (I-106), the average total computing time and, for the in- 
itialization phase, the average computing time and the average number of initial 
assignments. 
Table 6 
Asymmetric sparse matrices. Cost range l-IO*. Average computing times in CDC CYBER 730 seconds. 
D 
E 
N 
S 
I 
T 
Y 
5% 
10s 
20% 
n 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
- 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
100 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
100 
I 
I I 1 
LSAPS 
I 
/nltializofon 
phase 
time _ 
0.405 0014 
1022 0.024 
2.031 0.040 
3.443 0.056 
5.304 0.080 
6.976 0.106 
9 X04 0.134 r 0.088 0 006 0424 0.019 1.095 0.039 2.230 0.065 3.608 0.098 5871 0.132 7.430 0.186 0.201 0.232 
0090 0.010 
0.485 0 034 
1.298 0.070 
2.638 0.121 
4076 0 180 
6.505 0240 
8921 0.351 
2.148 0421 1 
t t 
n of 
0,s. 
73 6 
1128 
150.0 
184.0 
225.8 
259.X 
295 6 
_ 
0260 0019 
0.562 0039 
I.014 0.064 
1.735 0 090 
2.710 0.130 
3.927 0.173 
5 660 0.212 
_ 
74.0 
113.2 
149.4 
18X.2 
728.0 
264.6 
295.2 
0.226 0.019 
0.486 0.032 
0.856 0.055 
1 320 0.079 
2 024 0.103 
2.682 0 143 
3.409 0.180 
_ 
80.4 
122 4 
164.0 
203.0 
244.2 
284.8 
325.6 
I 
38.0 0.071 0012 38.0 0.064 0.010 41.0 
72 8 0.344 0.033 74 6 0.299 0.029 79 6 
112.0 0.733 0.064 113.0 0 614 0.055 122.6 
149.4 1.532 0.113 1500 1.024 0.089 164.0 
184.2 2.821 0.170 189.6 1.632 0 138 2044 
224.8 4.300 0.226 228 6 2.293 0.192 244.x 
259.8 6.658 0.321 265.4 3.042 0.250 28X.2 
296 0 9.395 0.400 300.2 4.324 0.322 329.4 
38.0 
72.6 
III.6 
149.2 
183.4 
224.0 
262.2 
294.8 
39.2 0.083 0.013 41.6 
75.8 0 352 0.047 80.4 
113.6 0.76 1 0.099 123.4 
150.2 1.298 0.158 165.6 
191 8 2.027 0.245 208.4 
230.6 2.962 0.357 247 8 
267.4 3.695 0.466 292.8 
305.6 4.793 0 577 335.0 
PDACBS T CTS 
Table 7 
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Asymmetric sparse matrices. Cost range l-106. Average computing times in CDC CYBER 730 seconds. 
5% 
10% 
20% 
n 
50 
100 
180 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
LSAPS PDACBS 
,,,, ,,, 
time ~ time ~ flnle! - 
Time n. Gf 
c7.u 
n. Of 
ass. 
n. of 
ass. 
0.38 I 0.012 79.0 0.327 0.021 79.0 0.251 0016 80.0 
0.963 0.023 114.4 0.641 0.036 112.8 0.543 0.031 123.0 
1.855 0.040 150.8 1.704 0 065 147.x 1.001 0.055 161.0 
3.916 0.055 188.2 3.078 0.093 1X5.2 2.164 0.081 204.0 
5 204 0.080 223.X 5.165 0.128 225.x 3.128 0.108 242 6 
6.833 0.102 261.2 7.479 0.177 263.0 4.205 0.143 286.0 
13.326 0.135 295.8 11.400 0.230 297.4 6.991 0 181 320.0 
0092 0007 37.2 0.094 0.010 3X.2 0 073 0009 40.4 
0.507 0.020 73.2 0.533 0.032 74.4 0350 0.028 78.X 
1.036 0.037 113.6 1.190 0.060 111.6 0787 0052 122.0 
1.971 0061 150.8 2 3x3 0.105 147.8 1.254 0.085 161.0 
4.167 0.097 188.2 4.569 0.167 1X5.2 2.685 0.127 204.0 
5.627 0 144 223 8 7 792 0.234 225.X 4.111 0.190 242.6 
7.375 0 1x1 261 2 11512 0316 263.0 5.471 0.246 286.0 
13.759 0 228 295 8 17.578 0 399 297 4 8 X90 0.336 320.0 
0.097 0.010 38 2 0.116 0.016 37.x 0.089 0.015 40.8 
0.578 0.033 73 2 0.766 0.056 74.4 0.468 0.046 78.8 
1.304 0.066 1136 1.902 0.122 111 6 1.081 0.092 122.0 
2.418 0.112 150.8 3.990 0.209 147.8 1.790 0.159 161.0 
5 063 0.183 188.2 7.714 0.322 185.2 3 776 0.242 204.0 
6.925 0257 223.X 13.169 0.458 225.x 5.388 0.348 242.6 
8 789 0.339 261.2 19.462 0.624 263.0 7.495 0.452 286.0 
17.901 0.447 296.0 29.224 0.793 296.0 2 106 0.601 324.0 
t 
CTS 
The tables show that procedure CTS is clearly superior to the other procedures 
for both cost ranges. In addition, procedure PDACBS is better than LSAPS for low 
density values while, with increasing density and the algorithms for sparse matrices 
tending to have a behaviour similar to those for the complete ones, the opposite 
holds. 
6. A new algorithm for complete-cost matrices 
By comparing Tables 6 and 7 with the corresponding tables for complete-cost 
matrices, i.e. Tables 1 and 2, it is seen that the sparse problems have computing 
times much smaller than those of the corresponding complete ones. In addition, our 
computational experience showed that the entries of the cost matrix associated with 
the optimal assignment, that is, entries Ui,J with i = 1,. . . , n, have in general very 
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small values with respect to the other entries of the cost matrix. These two con- 
siderations suggested defining a new algorithm for the complete problem which 
transforms the complete cost matrix (a) into a sparse one (a’) (by removing all the 
entries of the reduced cost matrix greater than a given threshold r) and, by applying 
a sparse-cost matrix procedure, computes the optimal solutions (x’)~ and (u’). (u’) 
corresponding to the primal and dual problems (P’) and (D’) associated with the 
sparse-cost matrix (a’). In order to check whether these solutions are optimal also 
for the original primal and dual problems (P) and (D), the following proposition 
can be used: 
Proposition 1. If the dual solution (u’),(v’) of problem (D’) is feasible for the 
original dual problem (D), that is, if a,,, - u,r- vJ!> 0 holds for i = 1, . . . , n and 
j=l , . . . , n, then (u’), (v’) is optimal for problem (D) and the primal solution (x’) of 
problem (P’) is feasible and optimal for the original primal problem (P). 
Proof. Let z’ and Z’ be the optimal solution values of problems (P’) and (D’), 
respectively. If solution (u’), (u’) of problem (D’) is feasible for the maximization 
problem (D), it follows that: 
Z’= i q!+ i v;rz. (9) 
i=l j=l 
In addition, solution (x’) of problem (P’) is clearly feasible for the minimization 
problem (P), so we have: 
(10) 
From (8) we have also Z=Z and z’=z’, hence, because of (9) and (10) we have z’= z 
and z’= Z, so solutions (x’) and (u’), (0’) are feasible and optimal for problems (P) 
and (D), respectively. q 
6.1. Procedure CTCS 
The general description of the new algorithm is given by the following steps5: 
Step I [Initialization]. Compute the initial dual and partial primal solutions of 
problems (D) and (P) by applying Procedure INIT(n, a,f, m, u, o,J‘). If m = n, stop 
(an optimal assignment has been found). If m/n<p, with p a given parameter, go 
to Step 5 (the sparse matrix (a’) is likely to have too many entries). 
4 Obviously x,:, =O if the corresponding entry has not been included in the sparse-cost matrix 
5 A preliminary version of this algorithm was presented in [5]. 
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Step 2 [Definition of the sparse-cost matrix (a’)]. Compute a= Cl=, Es=, 
(a;,j - ui - “j)/n2 (average value of the reduced costs). Set r = aq(n/m)(log, n/m), 
with q a given parameter. For i= 1, . . . . n and j= 1, . . . . n do: if a;,j-u;-Uj<T, in- 
sert entry ai,j in the sparse-cost matrix. 
Step 3 [Solution of the sparse problem by using reoptimization techniques]. Start- 
ing from the current dual and partial primal solutions (u), (u) and (x), compute the 
optimal values of these solutions by applying procedure CTS without the initializa- 
tion phase (search for the initial dual and partial primal solutions) to the sparse pro- 
blem associated with the sparse-cost matrix (a’). If the sparse problem has no 
feasible solution, since a subset UR of rows cannot be assigned, set 7 = 27, insert the 
ai,j entries in the sparse cost matrix (a’) such that (r/2 < a,,j d 7; i E UR; j = 1, . . . , n), 
and repeat Step 3. 
Step 4 [Check for the optimality of the solution]. For each row i= 1, . . . , n: com- 
pute A=miIl{a;,j-U;-Vj:j=l,..., n}; if A I 0, insert all the entries of (a;,j) such 
that (U,j - ui - v, < 0) in (a’), update ui by setting ui = U; + A and de-assign row i by 
setting X~,~ =0 (the new reduced-costs of row i are now non-negative so the 
feasibility condition with respect to row i holds, but the previous assignment (i,.&) 
is no longer optimal). If no de-assignment occurs, stop (an optimal assignment has 
been found because of Proposition 1). Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
Step 5 [Solve the complete problem]. Starting from the current dual and partial 
primal solutions (u), (u) and (x), solve the complete problem associated with matrix 
(a) by applying procedure CTC without the initialization phase. Stop. 
Some comments are necessary for better understanding of procedure CTCS. 
(i) Whenever new entries are inserted in the sparse-cost matrix (a’) (Steps 2,3,4), 
if the total number of elements exceeds a given value y, Step 5 is immediately per- 
formed. 
(ii) At Step 2, the threshold, 7, takes the ‘difficulty’ of the current problem (ratio 
n/m increases for ‘difficult’ problems) into account, as well as the need for a less 
than linear increase in the number of sparse-cost matrix entries when n grows. 
(iii) At Step 4, the feasibility check is performed only for each row i for which 
the dual variable u, has been updated (increased) with respect to the last execution 
of Step 4 (recall that the values of the dual variables (u) can only be decreased with 
respect to the initial definition in Step 1). 
(iv) The core memory requirements of procedure CTCS are larger than those of 
procedure CTC since it is necessary to store the entries of the sparse-cost matrix (a’). 
This can be obtained by defining two new vectors of size n and y containing, respec- 
tively, the pointers to the first entry of each row and the columns corresponding to 
the entries of (a’) (the costs of the entries are not needed since the complete-cost 
matrix (a) can be used). 
(v) The parameters p and q have been experimentally set to 0.6 and 1.5 respec- 
tively. 
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6.2. Computational results 
The computational performance of procedure CTCS has been analyzed by solving 
the same test problems considered in Section 4.3. Column CTCS of Tables 1 to 5 
gives the average total computing time corresponding to the ANSI FORTRAN 
subroutine derived from procedure CTCS (as regards the initialization phase, sub- 
routine CTCS has obviously the same behaviour as subroutine CTC). The results 
show that procedure CTCS is more efficient than the others, mainly for large values 
of n. It will be noted that, over the 250 problems solved, only in 3 was the repetition 
of Step 3 needed (an asterisk in Tables 1 and 3 marks this occurence). The value 
of y (maximum number of entries of the sparse-cost matrix (a’)) was fixed at 8000; 
this amount represents a small increase with respect to the global core memory re- 
quirements. In no problem was value y exceeded. In addition, according to our com- 
putational experience, procedure CTCS can be efficiently used to solve sparse 
problems having densities greater than 40%. 
In order to analyze the performance of algorithms LSAP and CTCS on large- 
size problems, additional test problems of classes 1, 2, and 4 (with n = 
100,200,300,400,500) were generated and solved on a CRAY X-MP/12 (the CDC 
CYBER 730 at our disposal cannot store complete cost matrices with n > 250). The 
corresponding average times, computed over 5 problems for each entry and obtain- 
ed by utilizing the non-vectorial option of the FORTRAN compiler (OFF = V), are 
given in Table 8. 
Table 8 
Complete matrices. Average computing times in CRAY X-MP/lZ seconds. 
Asymmemc mnfmx~ Asymmemc matrices Asymmerrrc difjFiCulru 
Cost rOngP I IO2 Cost range I - IO6 l?vltr,ce3 
n 
LSAP CTCS LSAP CTCS LSAP CTCS 
100 0.072 0.030 0 075 0.036 0.128 0.072 
200 0.493 0.104 0.344 0.152 0.704 0.472 
300 2.581 0.229 1.087 0 356 2.190 1.407 
400 7.658 0.35 I 1.898 0.602 4.228 2.665 
500 14.896 0.466 3.119 0.946 7.590 4.802 
The FORTRAN codes developed in this research (CTC, CTS and CTCS) as 
well as the test problem generation codes are availabe on request. 
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